Community Engagement to Inform the Upper Darby School District

Advisory Group Members

Role of the advisory group:

1. Identifying potential participants for each of the forums
2. Communicating with their peers in support of the project
3. Helping us anticipate particular challenges, hurdles, etc.

Members:
   Edward Brown
   Raya Fagg
   Carolyn Felker
   Annette Fenning
   Beth Gallis
   Stacey Hawley
   Lee Ann Jordan
   Portia Kamara
   Colleen Kennedy
   Lou Kochman
   Christopher Lombardo
   Kelly McCoy
   Joanna Mulholland
   Jerry Parker
   Matt Quigley
   Jovita Rapley
   Latanya Redden
   Richard Shappell
   Pastor David Sheheen
   Keima Sheriff
   Sheikh Siddique
   Kate Smith
   Tyra Virden
   Laura Walker